
Code smells – surface indication of a deeper problem in system 

1. Technical Debt 

Most important concept that occurs from badly written code 

o Implement quick easy design, but make refactoring harder in future 
o Cleaner design but takes longer time to do initially 

o Will need to pay off debt someday by doing refactoring and tests 

2. Fail Fast Principle 

good principle for reliable software – If something goes wrong, fail immediately and 

let developer know where problem occurred. 

o Design by Contract makes it easy to write ‘fail fast’ code 

o Code that ignores warnings and fails later on is very hard to debug. 

2. Non-Redundancy Principle 

Under no circumstance shall the body of a routine ever test for the routine’s 

precondition 

1. Client’s responsibility to check it is meeting the preconditions of supplier 

2. Never good sign for any code to appear twice 

3. Supplier cannot expect to know what it should do for all possible clients (some 

possibly not written yet) 

3. Liskov Substitution Principle 

1. For class S to be a true subtype of class T, S must confirm to T ( subtype 

behavior should match base type behavior as defined in the base type 

specification) 

2. A class S conforms to class T, if an object of S can be provided in any context 

where an object of class T is expected, and correctness is still preserved 

3. All subclasses should be true subtypes of its main class 

▪ Subclasses must honor the contracts of their parents 

▪ If this is done, we can use an instance of a subclass anywhere 

expecting the parent class, and everything will work. 

Rules for Design by Contract 



• Preconditions can’t be strengthened in subclass 

• Postconditions can’t be weakened in subclass 

• Invariants in superclass must be preserved 

5. Single Responsibility Principle 

every class should have a single responsibility, and that responsibility should be 

entirely encapsulated by the class.  

Promotes code organization, less dependencies, less prone to bugs, easier 

maintainability, easier debugging 

6. Dependency Inversion Principle 

1. High level modules should not depend on low-level modules. Both should 

depend on abstractions. 

2. Abstractions should not depend on details. Details should depend on 

abstractions 

Hence, both should depend on the same abstraction, this creates better reusability, 

as if low-level module changes, high level module does not have to change, simply 

create a new class which implements the abstraction interface.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

If SMTP needs to change to Moodle messages, then changes in that leads to 

changes in the high—level system. 

Solution: define an 

abstract interface – high 

level components 

depend on interface, 

low-level component 

implement it.  

 



7. Avoid excessive use of literals 

1. Very bad for maintainability and modifications 

2. If value of constant changes in future, will need to change all of them 

3. Introduces dependencies between code due to value of constant 

8. Don’t Repeat Yourself 

1. Same code appears in multiple places, must be maintained in multiple places 

2. Bug discovered, will need to fix all areas where code appears. 

3. If requirement changes, code needs to be changed everywhere. 

4. Signs that code is violating this rule: 

a. Excessive switch statements 

b. Use of literal constants 

c. Data clumps 

5. Solutions to DRY: 

a. Multiple classes use similar methods 

i. Create interfaces or abstract classes which extends the abstract 

class or implements the interface 

9. Classes should be responsible for their own properties 

1. Helps understandability of code to developers 

2. Reduces unnecessary dependencies between classes 

3. Signs that code is violating this rule: 

a. Long parameter lists 

b. Feature Envy 

c. Shotgun surgery – changes in system results in multiple changes to 

many classes 

10. Reduce dependencies as much as possible 

1. Makes code much more extensible and maintainable 

2. Unnecessary dependencies result in bugs 

11. Group elements that must depend on each other together inside an 

encapsulation boundary 

1. Keep data that depend on each other inside a boundary, e.g.  



a. Instructions and local variables in boundary of method 

b. Private modifier for class attributes and methods in boundary of its 

class 

c. Public modifier for class attributes and methods in boundary of world 

d. Classes that depend on other classes can be in boundary of a 

package. 

12. Minimize dependencies that cross encapsulation boundaries 

1. Can do this in java by making it impossible to create dependencies that 

cross boundaries 

2. Through mentioned above 

a. Make all members of class private 

b. If want to make public must have reason to do so 

13. Declare things in the tightest possible scope 

1. Tighter the scope, less risk there is that something can depend on it. E.g. 

a. Declare local variables in loops where they are used rather than at 

beginning of method (or class facepalm…) 

b. Use local variables rather than attributes whenever possible 

c. Keep attributes that implement an abstraction inside a class 

d. Keep classes that work together inside a package 

 

**More code smells at Lecture 6 : Code Smells and Refactoring** 

 

 

 

 

 

 


